actesy AG is part of the weXelerate
startup ecosystem
Swiss integration specialist wins with „Connecting Digital Worlds“
concept

Vienna/ St. Gallen, 26 November 2019

That was convincing in Vienna. The Swiss start-up
actesy AG was able to assert itself in a group of
around 250 young companies in the most recent
tender of the Viennese Accelerator weXelerate
for the next round of its four-month promotion
programme. The aim of weXellerate’s “Multi-Corporate-Collaboration-Program” is to
promote
start-ups through mentoring, business angels and
further education in their own training programs,
but also through the creation of networks between
start-ups, scale-ups and established companies.
“We see the fact that weXelerate chose us for this program from a huge group of applicants as a recognition
of our business idea,” says actesy CEO Andreas Imthurn. “At the same time, it is a wonderful opportunity
for a Swiss start-up to establish contacts and gain a
foothold in the Austrian market. After the support from
the University of St. Gallen and various major projects
in Germany, this is further recognition for the startup.

With the actesy metadata framework, actesy has
created an integration hub that connects different
application worlds and thus gives users the opportunity to transform their existing business processes
through digitization. Companies from the automotive
industry, the banking sector, the real estate industry
and mechanical engineering in Switzerland, Germany
and Austria have already modernized their digital landscape with the help of the actesy metadata framework.
actesy will use the next four months to strengthen its
own awareness, especially in Austria. A branch in
Vienna will start its work before the end of this year.
In addition to the headquarters in St. Gallen, there are
already locations in Berlin and Tübingen.

Company actesy AG
actesy was founded in 2017 by a team of experienced IT specialists and young founders. With a background of more than three decades of experience in complex IT projects, the team around founder and CEO
Andreas Imthurn has developed a flexible and dynamically usable metadata framework that allows users
to link different software packages and application architectures process-oriented without programming
knowledge, resulting in a homogeneous application world with a uniform database, user interface and
consistent processes. In this way, even older software solutions can be transformed into the digital world.
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